
K E Y  B E N E F I T S

PCI compliant

Seamlessly integrates with Retalix
StorePoint and HQC

Creates efficiencies by centralizing forecourt
management and merchandising

Produces in-depth reports for improved
planning and management

Reduces costs through better inventory
management and waste reduction

Streamlines supply chain management
with Mobile Office functionality

Simplifies quick-service restaurant operations
with advanced management features

Managing a convenience store used to be a pretty straightforward job. Customers

stopped by to fill up their vehicles, to grab a quick snack, to pick up a paper or to make

a last-minute purchase – and the manager’s job was just to make it happen.

How times have changed. To be successful today, convenience stores must 

offer an ever-expanding assortment of products and services, all of

which require a broader range of management

skills. Careful attention must now be paid to

everything from merchandising and inventory to

cash management and foodservice. BACK
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With StorePoint BackOffice, however, easy-to-use technology makes managing

an increasingly complex business environment simpler than ever before. By

integrating cash, inventory, fuel management and more into one comprehensive

system, BackOffice dramatically drives efficiency and profitability across every facet

of your business.

SIMPLIFYING C-STORE MANAGEMENT

Truly effective C-store management depends on dozens of variables. That’s why

Retalix StorePoint BackOffice brings together all aspects of the business into a

single, easy-to-use interface. From a centralized, comprehensive location, store

managers can access cash, inventory, operations and fuel management.

In each case, users gain incredible visibility into the costs, processes and

people that make their convenience store thrive. Detailed reports provide infor-

mation for immediate action. Inventory, for example, can be managed at the

department or item level, with support for either cost or retail accounting.

What’s more, StorePoint BackOffice offers complete support for

branded quick-service restaurant operations, including detailed, in-

depth functions such as recipe management, kitchen monitoring,

production planning and waste reduction. With or without a

QSR, StorePoint is the recipe for management success.

So point your store in the right direction by

learning more about StorePoint today.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Comprehensive System
for Cash, Inventory and

Fuel Management

Searchable Electronic
Journal of Receipts

Inventory Management at
Department or Item Level

Segmenting of Multiple
Business Entities

Complete Management of
Food Service Operations

Employee Management
and Labor Scheduling

Extensible to 
Mobile Devices

Local Account Support

Food Service Production
Planning Module

For more information on what Retalix 

StorePoint BackOffice can do for you, contact

your authorized StoreNext dealer today.


